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Public engagement is once again given prominence at the third session of the World Urban Forum because of the very spirit of this global meeting – ‘turning ideas into action’. WUF II underscored the essence of inclusiveness and empowerment in civil society involvement in local governance. At WUF III the intention is to delve further into the operational aspects of fostering inclusion and cohesion for promoting sustainable cities.

- The dialogue will examine concrete experiences in ensuring the engagement of long-term residents, international migrants, the poor, marginalised groups, national minorities, and indigenous peoples.
- It will showcase on-going strategies and practices that have useful lessons in civic engagement and citizenship, with a special focus on the integration of migrants and the empowerment of women and youth.
- The dialogue will also allow participants to further reflect and exchange knowledge and experience on the policy and operational implications of public engagement through the inclusive approach.
- Participants will be expected to grapple with the paradox of exuberant acknowledgements, commitments, and even initiatives, in fostering engagement around the world.
- This will take place against a background of the proliferation of slums and squatter settlements, the recalcitrance of the parallel economy and a growing urban crime wave – all symptomatic of exclusion and alienation.

Background – inclusiveness and public engagement

Public engagement is vital for sustainable urban development. The Habitat Agenda is full of emphatic references to the necessity of involving communities and other key stakeholders in achieving the goals of adequate shelter for all and the development of sustainable human settlements.

Today, the notion of inclusiveness and its linkage with public engagement has gone beyond mere political rhetoric to recognise social diversity. Inclusiveness should ensure that space and capacities are provided to all social groups so that they can determine their collective destiny and harness available opportunities.

Unfortunately, recent experiences in both developed and developing countries have revealed that not all participatory systems are genuinely inclusive. Sustainable development is jeopardized when people are denied effective and full involvement in urban development.

The inclusive approach to public engagement emphasises the failure of conventional methods of participation such as the use of market mechanisms, targeted community development interventions, which marginalize vulnerable groups.

The challenge of achieving public engagement and inclusion

While the merits and virtues of public engagement and inclusion need no over-emphasis it will also be worthwhile to highlight the challenges of achieving them within the context of modern day urbanisation, both in societies of the North and the South. Such challenges include a high degree of diversity, changing modes of citizen participation, and increasing levels of urban poverty. These challenges place a premium on: preoccupation with survival, local authorities increasingly assuming a ‘corporate’ role, the importance of determining the lowest common denominator in terms of shared norms, values and identity.

There are emerging initiatives that can enhance public engagement and foster increased inclusiveness. These include decentralization and the strengthening of local authorities, legal instruments and social pacts, pro-poor policy interventions, as well as innovative tools for participatory practices.
Perhaps the central proposition of the reflections on public engagement in Vancouver in 2006 is that sustainability is about people and how they are positioned to contribute to the process of urban development and harness its benefits.

**Civil Society and the Urban Agenda**

Since the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 and the subsequent expansion of more democratic forms of governance around the world, civil society, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and citizen’s groups of all kinds have emerged in great number everywhere and have shown themselves to be a vital force in tackling some of the world’s most pressing problems. Whether it is a mass lobby for a better deal on aid, trade and debt for developing countries, or the provision of services and material and moral support for the poorest communities and people, or self-organized citizen groups demanding their basic human rights, civil society has emerged as a key driver of progressive social, economic and political change in all regions of the world. As UN Secretary-General, Kofi Annan, observed in 2004, “The partnership between the UN and civil society is…not an option; it is a necessity.”

There is a growing recognition that the battle to achieve the Millennium Development Goals, to eradicate poverty, to achieve gender equity and human rights for all, and to move towards environmentally sound patterns of production and consumption, will increasingly take place in the world’s cities. Cities are prolific users of natural resources and generators of waste, pollution and the greenhouse gases that cause climate change; and with one in every three urban dwellers living in a slum, cities concentrate and manifest extensive poverty and exclusion in some of its most shocking forms. With demographers projecting that 60 per cent of the world’s population will live in cities by 2030, up from around 30 per cent in the 1950s and 50 per cent today, it is not hard to imagine the momentous challenges that have to be faced in securing clean water supplies, waste and pollution management, decent housing, employment, urban transport and so on, all within a framework of law and respect for citizens’ human rights.

In response to these daunting challenges, new directions in urban governance, policymaking and action are beginning to emerge, based upon greater recognition of the legitimate claims of different stakeholders involved in urban issues and problems. This movement is bringing together central governments, local authorities and municipalities, and civil society organizations and groups in joint efforts to address the most pressing problems. This is manifest in the tremendous upsurge of different forms of international, regional, national and local alliances, coalitions and partnerships focused on city issues around the world over the past 15 years. At the same time, there has been growing understanding and acceptance that civil society advocacy work on urban issues is a legitimate part of good governance and democratic politics, and can lead to more just, effective and efficient outcomes. Of course, this is not the case everywhere, and even where these new forms of participatory politics are taking root, these are still early days with much more work to be done if the dynamics and destinies of the world’s cities are to be truly taken in hand. Yet the momentum is growing and will surely prove unstoppable in the long run.

As was underlined by the UN Secretary-General’s High Level Panel on UN Civil Society Relations, the United Nations and its agencies, funds and programmes, such as UN-HABITAT, are at their most effective in promoting positive change around the world when they reach out to the diverse range of real actors on the ground and use their convening power to bring these actors together to negotiate and agree on the way forward. In many respects, the second United Nations Conference on Human Settlements, held in Istanbul in 1996, broke new ground in the vision and practice of partnership. In addressing the mounting challenges related to the huge population shifts in the world’s cities, UN-HABITAT will need to build upon and develop this legacy and deepen its relations and cooperation with a wide array of governmental and civil society organizations everywhere that are vital to its mission.

*United Nations Non-Governmental Liaison Service (NGLS).*
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